Abstract. We define a process logic PL that subsumes Pratt's process logic, Parikh's SOAPL, Nishimura's process logic, and Pnueli's Temporal Logic in expressiveness. The lanBuage of PL is an extension of the language of Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL). We give a deductive system for PL which includes the Segerberg axioms for PDL and prove that it is complete. We also show that PL is decidable.
powerful as the language of Pratt, and Harel [H2] later showed that it is strictly more powerful. The syntax of SOAPL, as defined in [Pa2] , was quite complex, and in particular did not seem to give rise to a clean set of axioms which might serve as a basis for a completeness result. Indeed, the goal at that point seemed to be proving a completeness theorem for a decidable language with reasonable expressive power (say, at least as powerful as SOAPL).
Independently, Pnueli [Pnl, Pn2] was developing the Temporal Logic of Programs (TL), in which assertions about the progressive behavior of a computation can be made. In particular, TL can express freedom from deadlock, liveness, and· mutual exclusion [GPSS,MP] . The problem with TL, however, is that it provides no means for naming programs: the universe of discourse consists of a single, fixed program. Thus TL cannot discuss the synthesis of complex programs from simpler ones. l;tecently, Nishimura [N] suggested combining PDL and TL by attaching a program a to a TL formula X, the resulting formula asserting that X holds in all computations of a. Nishimura showed that his language, call it NL, is at least as powerful as SOAPL. He also argued that NL is in some sense as powerful as one could reasonably expect, by the result, of Kamp [K] later refined by Gabbay et al. [GPSS] that TL is precisely as strong in expressive power as the first order theory of linear order. t However, the primitives of NL were still too intricate to yield a complete deductive system. For one thing, there is a troublesome dichotomy between state formulas and path formulas, which may only be interpreted in states and paths (sequences of states), respectively.
Adopting the basic motivation of Nishimura, we define in this paper a process logic PL, which like NL can also be viewed as a fusion of TL and PDL. PL is simpler than NL in that all formulas are path formulas. Nevertheless, PL is as expressive as any of the logics POL, TL, or NL. Moreover, PL is defined in such a way that it is a direct extension of POL, both intuitively and formally. An appealing consequence of this is that all truths of PDL automatically hold in PL. We give an axiom system for PL, extending the Segerberg axiomatization of PDL, and prove it complete. The completeness proof is an extended version of the completeness t That is, linear order with a first element.
proof of [KP] for PDL. We also show that PL is decidable, but we do not know whether it is elementary, in contrast to PDL, which is known to be decidable in exponential time ([Pr4] ,see also [FL] ).
Section 2 contains the definition of PL and examples of its expressive power. In particular, PL is at least as powerful as any of the previously mentioned process logics. Section 3 contains the definition of a deductive system for PL and preliminary technical results in preparation for the completeness theorem, which is proved in Section 4. In Section 5 we show that the vaJidity problem for PL is decidable. Section 6 indicates some directions for further work.
DeC-mition of PL Basic concepts
Before defining the syntax and semantics of PL formally, we start with a brief intuitive outline. We assume familiarity with the syntax and semantics of PDL (see e.g. [FL] ).
PL is interpreted over path models. Like a Kripke model of DL, a path model is built upon a set of states, but in addition we may talk about paths of states. A path is just a finite or countable sequence of states, repetitions allowed. All formulas in the language of PL are path formulas; a formula X is either true or false in path p. This is in contrast to NL, SOAPL, and TL, which have both path and state formulas, and DL, which has only state formulas.
States will be denoted s,t,... and paths will be denoted p,q,r,. ... A path is of length k if it consists of k + 1 states. We identify a state with the O-length path consisting of that state al-one.
·The first and last states of a path p are denoted first(p) and last(p), respectively (last(p) does not exist for infinite paths). If p, q are two paths such that last(p) = first(q), then pq denotes the concatenation of p and q. For example ifp = s1s2s3 and q = s3s4s5' then pq = sl s2s3s4s5' If last(p) :I: first(q) then pq is undefined.
A path q is a suffix of p if there exists an r such that p = rq.
A suffix of p is proper if it is not equal to p. If P is not of length 0, then it has a longest proper suffix, denoted next(p). Prefixes and proper prefixes are defined similarly.
Syntax
The language of PL is the language of PDL [FL] augmented with two additional operators f and suf. The operator f is applied to a formula X to yield a new formula fX, meant to express the condition that X holds in the unique initial prefix of length O. The binary operator suf corresponds to the U (until) operator of Temporal Logic. There, if X and Yare state properties, then XUY expresses the path. property that there exists a state s along the path satisfying Y such that all states occurring on the path before s satisfy X. The definition of sur in PL will be the same, only amended to account for the fact that PL has only path formulas and no state formulas.
Semantics
A path model is a triple M = (S, 1= ,R) where S is a set of states, 1= is a satisfiability relation for primitive propositions, and R is an assignment of sets of paths to primitive programs. A path satisfies primitive proposition P iff its first state does. We write p 1= P if path p satisfies primitive proposition P, and p E: R a if p is a member of the set of paths assigned to primitive program a.
1= and' R are extended to compound propositions and programs according to the following rules: We now define several other useful operators in terms of the primitives f and suf, and describe briefly their intended meaning.
iix
The following proof system is purely equational. Some of the axioms below are given in the form X :) Y, but this can be considered an abbreviation for X " Y == X. There is one rule of inference, namely substitution of equals for equals. We write X == Y if r-X == Y and X S Y if r-X :) Y, where r-denotes provability in this system.
Axioms relating f to the Boolean operations:
The operators ii and D are duals. Whereas D says, "there e~ists a
proper suffix, and the longest one satisfies X," its dual ii says, ";f there exists a proper suffix, then the longest one satisfies X." Thus n is existential in nature and ii is universal. These operators are related to the nexttime operator of Temporal Logic.
(fl)
Axioms relating 0 to the Boolean operations:
Axioms relating f and n:
The 1;1
Axiom for primitive P:
Axioms relating f and n to the modal operations:
Axioms relating the modal operations to the Boolean operations: all axioms of PDL (see [FL,Pal,KP] ).
Finally, we have the path induction axiom:
It is clear that all the above axioms hold in all path models.
The following are some elementary theorems of PL. The reader is encouraged to work out a few of the proofs in order'to gain some .familiarity with the system. Theorem 3.t. Although finite, the number of equivalence classes of EFL (W) is nonelementary in the size of W, which precludes us from deducing an elementary bound on the complexity of PL.
define BC(L) to be the set of B~olean combinations of elements of L. Let @ be any operator symbol in the language of PL, including the modal operators <a>. @ can be of any arity (including 0), but for simplicity of notation we will write @ as a binary operator.
Similarly L(Y) S; (@XY). Since @XY~@ZW' whenever X~Z and Y ..:. W, we have that (
and any application of ... to a Boolean combination of members of Proof. Taking X to be any formula containing all elements of
FL(W), fin, and La as subformulas, it suffices to show that L(X) is
finite for any X. We do this by induction on the structure of X.
Certainly L(P) is finite (up to Boolean equivalence) for primitive P;
for X of the form @YZ, by induction hypothesis L(Y) and L(Z)
are finite up to Boolean equivalence, so by the previous lemma L( @YZ) is as well. 0
Completeness of PL
In this section we prove the completeness of the axiom system for PL given in the last section. The key lemmas are 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. They say that every formula of PL can be put into a special form with several desirable properties, the most crucial of which is that applications of faxioms and n axioms may be kept separate in all but degenerate cases.
To simplify notation in the following, we will treat propositionally equivalent formulas as identical.
A partition of X is a finite set 'IT of pairwise inconsistent terms 
(a)o says that program a enables every
IT is a partition of 1 then so is the set
An acceptable partition of nl is any set of the form
where 'IT is a partition of 1. We define an acceptable partition of L o by the following three rules: 
(ii) 
If the first formula is A, let A" denote the equivalent formula
For the second formula, let A" = A. This shows that if 'IT is any acceptable partitipn of 1, then 
(the two forms are equivalent since 'IT is a partition). If
into disjunctive normal form, using axiom nl to convert nA " nB to n(A " B), using axiom fl to convert fA "fB to 'f(A "B), and 
via a proof in which no substitution is ever applied to a proper subterm of a term of the form nX iff B i can be put in the form in the same manner, and for all 1 S j S k, OJ == {(LO,)nX1,···,nXm} iff Pj == {(Lo,)oY1""'oYm} and all X j == Y j , and (iii) all fXi == fYi· Now for each X we define a special term C x and show that
It is not hard to show by induction on the structure of X that Lemma 4.2. If Lemma 4.3. X == ex.
Proof. By structural induction. We argue only the case C<a>X == <a>X. By the induction hypothesis,
where A' is such that A = nA'; whereas C <a>X is as in the definition above. Thus it suffices to show
To show the first equivalence,
To show the second equivalence,
Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma for X .... Y in one step, since =s is transitive. Also, it suffices to assume that X .... Y is a replacement at the root, i.e. X :E Y is an instance of an axiom, since C x is constructed from C w for subterms W of X in such a way as (i) If fA" nB "C is consistent, then to insure that if C w =s C w ' then C x =s CX" where X' is X with subterm W replaced by W' We argue one case, namely Since C is the meet of all such X, fA " nB S C.
(ii) and ( A " nC would be consistent for some A S ..,U and C S U, and then fB A nC would be consistent for some fB " nC S A, by Lemma 4.6.
But C " nky is consistent since C S U, sO fB " n(C " nky) is by Lemma 4.5, and fB " n(C " nky) SA" nk+1y, thus the latter is consistent, which contradicts the fact that AS.., U. Thus Z and nky is consistent for some k.
(ii) The proof is similar. 0
Using the previous lemma and Lemma 4.6 we get Lemma 4.8.
Vk~°<a>Lk;
(ii) Lemma 4.14. The decidability of PL with finite paths can be seen to follow db-ectly from the proof of completeness. For the case where infinite paths are allowed, we supply in this section a proof of decidability. The method used is that of Parikh [Pa2) , and consists of encoding PL into SnS, the second order theory of n successors,
shown decidable in Rabin [R) .
To be slightly more precise, the decidability of PL will follow from a lemma stating that for any formula X of PL, there is a formula X' in the second' order language of n successors for some appropriate n, depending on X, such that X is satisfiable iff X' is in SnS, i.e. is true in the standard model of the aforementioned language. The key observation leading to this lemma is that X is true in a model iff it is true in a tree-like model in which states do not repeat.
For simplicity, the proof will first be given in detail assuming restricted kinds of models for PL, and then we shall indicate how it is to be modified for the general case. First, it is clear that we do not lose generality by assuming throughout that our models are countable. Second. we temporarily restrict our models further by
there is a state So £ S such that every s £ S is reachable from So via some sequence of programs, and
(ii) for every primitive program a, R a is a single valued binary relation; i.e., all paths in R a are of length 1, and if (s,sl) £ R a and (s,s2) £ R a , then sl = s2' Let X be an arbitrary formula of PL involving primitive programs a I" .. ,an and propositional letters P1, ... ,Pm' We will be using the second order language L n of n successor functions al"" ,an'
where ai applied to term x will be written xai. L n allows individual variables x,y,... and set variables A,B,.... Quantification over both 138 types of variables is permitted and the language includes Boolean connectives and a membership relation x £ A. For the standard semantics and details the reader is referred to Rabin [R] . The set of sentences of L n true in the standard semantics ·is called the second order theory of n successors, and is denoted SnS.
Our main goal is to construct a formula X' of L n which is in SnS iff there is a simple model M and path p in M such that p t= x.
The formula X' will be of the form Let M = (S,I= ,R) be a simple model, and let~= {al,... ,a n }.
Defi~e a partial function 8:~· -+ S as follows: Thus B i contains the starting states from whichaj can execute along its unique one-step path. Before defining 4»x(A), we establish some abbreviations for concepts definable in Ln'
(1) x S y (x is an initial segment of y): 
A first(B,X)
A Vx Vy (x E A AyE B J X S y)
A Vz (z E C 55 Z E A v Z E B») (9) next(A,x,y) (x and yare consecutive in linearly ordered A): 
Given the model M and the meanings for B i and C j as defined earlier, we can talk about the truth of .x(A) and +a(A) for various X and a, once A is" specified. Indeed, we have:
Lemma S.I. For every program a and path p; p E R a iff there is a set A s; 1:. such that y(A)~= p (i.e., defined and equal to p) and +a(A) is in SnS.
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on a, and is quite straightforward. We give proofs for the cases aj and a·. Remark. In the following part of the proof, the assumptions of Definition 5.1 preclude the possibility of infinite paths. However, to support the .generalization of Lemma 5.3 described later, we include this possibility here too. Sio,···,Sit ,...,Sit'···) and Vj, 0 S j < k, (Sij,.··,Sij+ t) E R a and (Sit"") E: Ra iff 3k P == (Sio"") and Vj, 0 S j < k, 3A j Y(Aj)~== (Sij,···,Sij+ 1) and '1'a(Aj) holds 3A k y(Ak)~== (Sik"") and '1'a(A t ) holds by induction hypothesis iff 3A y(A)~== P and '1'a-(A) holds (in the definition of '1'a-' the set B will be such that 8(B) == {SiO,Sit""})' 0
Lemma 5.2. Let X be a formula of PL involving primitive programs from~== {al,...,a n } and propositions from {Pt,···,P m }· In order to present the final lemma, we define the L n formula model(U,B t ,...,Bn,C t ,...,C rn ) == Ai Vx (x E B i ;:) X E U)
Now the B i and C j serve as symbols, and the meanings we gave them as sets will only be recalled in the proof below:
Lemma 5.3. For every PL formula X involving primitive programs from {at,... ,a n } and propositions from {Pt,. .. ,P m }, the following are equivalent: (ii) the formula given in (*) at the beginning of this section is true in SnS.
Proof.
The sets B i and C j are constructed as above, U is taken as the appropriate union and A is taken as the unique subset of~* such that yeA) == p. Clearly the model and path subformulas hold, and by Lemma 5.2 4»x(A) holds as well.
(ii) -+ (i): Assume (*) is in SnS. Denote by U, B i , and C j the sets satisfying the existential quantification. Define M == (S, 1= ,R)
as follows:
Again, it is easy to see that since 4»x ( " yc E Hi ;:) yc E A)
Similarly, the definition of model should be changed so that its third conjunct reflects the new structure of the B i .
If infinite paths are allowed as interpretations for basic programs, a similar technique is used with 8(xaici» -Sj for j~0, and with B i including the elements of {xaici I j~0 }.
Finally, in order to eliminate the determinacy restriction, we introduce yet another successor d. Whenever there are two or more paths in R ai starting at state so' and say 8(x) = so' we set 8(xaidick) to be the k th state on the jth such path. The appropriate changes to +ai and model are left to the reader. By Rabin's [R] result that SnS is decidable, we conclude Theorem 5.1. The validity problem for PL is decidable.
We do not know of an elementary bound on the complexity of deciding validity of PL. In fact, it is possible that Meyer's [Ml] result on the complexity of the first order theory of linear order could be used to show that PL is nonelementary.
6. Directions for further work
The axiom P = fP
The axiom P = fP makes the completeness and decidability proofs go through, since it allows the special form representation C x of Lemma 4.3. However this restriction is undesirable, since we would like to be able to substitute any path formula for the primitive P, not just those satisfying P = fP. We would like to see a construction of the form leading to Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 which bypasses this restriction.
Expressive completeness
In the presence of the axiom P = fP, every path formula ultimately expresses properties of states and how they interact, as with TL or NL. [K,GPSS] what primitives in addition to f and suf are needed to make the system expressively complete?
Complexity of PL As shown above, PL is no harder to decide than SnS, but it is not known whether PL is elementary. This question could be answered in the negative if an efficient encoding of weak SIS or the first order theory of linear order t into PL could be found. PL does encode the first order theory of linear order [K,GPSS] but the only t with first element known encoding is nonelementary [A] . We thank Karl Abrahamson for pointing this out to us.
Relationship to infinitary logic
At several points in this paper we have made informal use of notation from infinitary logic. Meyer [M2] has suggested that most logics of programs currently in vogue are in fact natural fragments of the infinitary language L(a)l(a). We would like to see the relationship between modal programming logics and infinitary logics made explicit. Certain steps in this direction have already been taken [T,MPa] .
The test and reverse operators
We have not accounted for tests (?) or the reverse operator (-) of DL. These operators in some cases make arguments simpler.
The reverse operator does make sense in the presence of infinite paths: the proper semantics is p F <£1->X iff 3q E: R a 3r p = rq and r F X.
Algebraic interpretation of PL
Reasoning in an algebraic context is often cleaner than in the framework of pure logic, since irrelevant syntactic details are sup- 
